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PRESIDENTS REPORT – TRRA INC – 2017/18 

 
2018 is the 11th year in which TRRA Inc. has actively represented the 
interests of the Tomaree community.  
 
The past year has been eventful to say the least, for the Tomaree 
community and for TRRA, with a number of momentous proposals being 
tabled by Council for final decision. 

 

Council Transparency and Accessibility 

 

Our lobbying to reinstate webcasting of Council Meetings has been 
successful. An early decision of Council to restore this service now allows 
those on the Tomaree Peninsula to watch Council meetings live. This is 
much appreciated as it is not always necessary to make the round trip to 
Raymond Terrace.  We also welcome Council’s decision to hold some of 
its meetings outside of Council Chambers, the first being at Birubi Beach 
Life Saving clubhouse. 
 
We had great hopes that the newly elected Port Stephens Council, with an 
injection of new and younger blood would open the way to improved 
democratic processes and more creative management of our financial, 
environmental and built assets.  We received a rude shock when Council 
decided to maintain the meeting cycle adopted by the previous council in 
2012. This provides for two meetings per month where Agenda Papers and 
associated documentation, often hundreds of pages, are distributed on a 
Thursday for final decision at the following Tuesday meeting.  
 
Prior to 2012, the first meeting in the month was “a committee of the 
whole” where the agenda and recommendations were tabled for discussion 
and analysis, with all decisions being made at the next Ordinary Meeting 
held two weeks later. This cycle, followed by most progressive NSW 
Councils, provides sufficient time for Councillors to consult with their 
community and to seek further advice before committing to a decision. 
TRRA and Port Stephens councillors continue to struggle with the 
suboptimal arrangement which precludes proper consideration of complex 
issues such as the recommendations in major strategic plans e.g. the 
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Nelson Bay Town Centre and Foreshore Strategy Review and policies 
such as the Special Rate Variation.  
 

Decisions on “Big Ticket” Items  

 

In the course of 2018, TRRA has seen three “big ticket” items brought up 
for consideration: the Nelson Bay Strategy Implementation and Delivery 
Program, the Special Rate Variation (SRV) and the Tomaree Sports 
Complex Master Plan. These Items have necessitated an enormous effort 
on the part of our Committee and members to ensure that we tested the 
opinions of our community and the acceptability of the recommendations 
coming to council for decision.    
 

Nelson Bay Strategy and implementation and Delivery 

Program 

I wish to acknowledge the work of the Planning sub-committee led by Nigel 
Waters on the Nelson Bay Strategy and its latest iteration which was 
virtually an abandonment of the Strategy adopted by Council in 2012.  I will 
now hand over to Nigel to report on this matter.  
 
This Program sought to clear the way for building heights of 10 and 12 
storeys across Nelson Bay Town Centre and for significantly increased 
densities with a floorspace ratio of 3.0:1.  Lifting the prescribed heights in 
the LEP was coupled with a proposal for a Policy to apply to Clause 4.6 of 
the LEP. This relates to “Exceptions to Development Standards” and will 
apply across the whole LGA. It was TRRA’s view that the proposed policy 
would unnecessarily encourage developers to bid for even higher and 
denser development.  
  
Council staff had first mooted these changes in February 2017 and 
reported back that “the vast majority of submissions received were against 
increases in building heights”. This was ignored when the latest document 
was exhibited in February 2018 and again some 95% of the 2600 
responses to the latest proposals were opposed to the increases in 
heights. Our gratitude is due to the many TRRA members who helped 
distribute 5000 leaflets in a letterbox drop and served on street stalls in 
Nelson Bay and Salamander Centre. TRRA’s public meeting attracted 
more than 300 people. The Mayor, a number of Councillors and PSC 
Planning staff were present to hear the almost unanimous opposition to the 
building height proposals. 
 
On 25 September, the Strategy and Program were listed for council’s 
adoption with only one recommendation - for building heights at 10 storeys 
across the whole town together with 12 storeys at the Bowling Club 
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precinct.  A last-minute compromise moved by Councillor Nell of 5 storeys 
in the central precinct and 8 storeys east of Yacaaba Street and west of 
Stockton Street, but retaining the 12-storey zone, was finally adopted.  
 
TRRA believes that even this compromise will destroy the coastal township 
character of Nelson Bay. However, the increased height limits still have to 
be approved by the State Government. We will continue to voice our 
concerns with Council but if necessary (as seems likely) we will then 
challenge the draft LEP at the state level. 

 

Special Rate Variation 

The other high impact Item was the proposal for a Special Rate Variation, 
mooted in July this year. It had four options for consideration by 
Ratepayers. Again, we considered this to have such potential to impact on 
ratepayers and businesses in our commercial areas to warrant a Public 
Meeting.  This was held on 6 August and attended by 80 people. The 
Mayor made a presentation on what was being proposed. The majority 
opinion was against the proposal and many queries were raised in relation 
to the details of the proposition, including the basis for recommending 
expenditure priorities. TRRA encouraged the community to attend council 
briefing sessions and to make submissions. 
 
Opinion among TRRA membership was split on the desirability of the 
overall proposal. Our submission raised a number of queries on Council’s 
plans to deal with hardship, the potential to exacerbate the financial 
problems of small business and the process for nomination of projects to 
be funded from the revenue raised. Councillors at its meeting on October 
9, adopted the recommendation to make an application to IPART (the 
State adjudicator) for Option 3 – a cumulative increase over seven years of 
7.5% per annum. The resulting increases are shown for the average 
residential and business properties on the screens.   
 
This recommendation from staff and the Council’s decision were made with 
clear advice in the Agenda Papers that around 70% of community 
responses to the surveys conducted favoured remaining on increases at 
the pegged rate of 2.5% which roughly equates with cost of living 
adjustments. 
 
TRRA will make further submissions when the application goes to IPART. 
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Tomaree Sports Complex Master Plan 

 

Port Stephens Council exhibited this Master Plan in April 2018 which was 

reported in the press to be costed at $65 million. This is undeniably a “Big 

Ticket” Project. The Mayor repeatedly justified the project by referencing a 

change room building which had been condemned and the potential for the 

upgrade to host regional competitions with consequent economic benefits.  

TRRA’s submission acknowledged that “it makes sense to have an overall 

masterplan to guide future development of our sporting facilities”. However, 

we queried the high priority which Council appeared to be assigning to this 

plan when we have in place a set of priorities in the Capital Works Plan 

2018-2028 which were informed by a comprehensive community 

consultation process.  The submission also pointed out that this ambitious 

plan was not backed by any detailed costings or business case which 

demonstrated the need for and/or the capacity for it to be financially 

sustainable.  

Our fears were confirmed when the Mayor revealed a plan to sell off part of 

a valuable waterfront reserve at 109 Foreshore Drive to kick start work on 

the project.   

Attempt to Alienate Waterfront Reserves  

 
During the year TRRA has challenged bids by Council to alienate two 
bayfront public open spaces, 109 Foreshore Drive and Halifax Park in Little 
Beach. Both locations are important for public access, recreation and for 
koala habitat.  In each case we succeeded in gaining strong support from 
local action groups and the press. The Council has put on hold plans to sell 
109 Foreshore Drive, Salamander Bay to allow consideration of other 
funding options for the Tomaree Sports Complex Masterplan. The legal 
status of Lot 424 at Halifax park is being investigated. We need to keep 
these matters on the watch list.  
  

Council’s Commendable Achievements  

While we are very frustrated by Council’s performance on the matters I 
have reported so far, I must acknowledge some commendable 
achievements and initiatives. Over the year we have seen the completion 
of the Yacaaba Street extension, which has opened a vista towards the 
Bay and provides a well-used road link to the waterfront and work has 
commenced on the implementation of the Apex Park Masterplan. 
Consultants are in the final stages of preparing a Public Domain Master 
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Plan for Nelson Bay. TRRA has had an input to all of these projects. The 
next stages of the Salamander Centre precinct are virtually complete, 
although TRRA has questioned the absence of an acceptable overall 
vision for this precinct and has continuing concerns in relation to what 
might be proposed for the remaining vacant land to the north and the west 
abutting the Mambo Wetlands. We welcomed Council’s decision to 
abandon a scheme to replace the Donald Street East Car Park based on a 
deal with a developer to construct a 21-storey residential apartment block 
incorporating the same number of parking spaces as now exist. Instead 
they are examining a concept submitted by Nelson Bay Now which would 
see Council itself redevelop its site with mixed commercial and public 
carparking uses. 
 

Planning Sub Committee Report   

Over 2018 Strategic planning initiatives and the many high impact 
Development Applications have demanded our attention. I am pleased to 
hand over to Nigel Waters, Convenor of our Planning Subcommittee, and 
Vice-president John James to report on our actions on these matters. (See 
Powerpoint of this meeting HERE for these reports.)   
      

TRRA’s Collaboration with Peak Community Groups 

TRRA continues to collaborate with other peak community groups in the 
Tomaree - including Nelson Bay Now, Tomaree Business Chamber, 
EcoNetwork, Destination Port Stephens, and other local groups at Shoal 
Bay, Soldiers Point, Salamander Bay, South Tomaree and Mambo 
Wetlands. A number of TRRA members are active in the newly established 
Nelson Bay Civic Pride Group which has organised working bees to 
beautify the Nelson Bay Public Domain.  
 

Acknowledgment of Contributions   

The committee continues to meet regularly to oversee the management of 
the Association and deliberate on major policy issues.  It brings a wide 
range of expertise and experience to bear on all issues which underpins 
the high quality of our submissions to Council and other authorities. I would 
like to acknowledge the contributions of a number of our TRRA members 
over the past year.  
 

Vice-president, John James, and Planning Sub-Committee Convenor, 
Nigel Waters, effectively monitor all planning and administrative issues 
impacting on the Tomaree. The professional standards of our quality 
submissions can be attributed to these officers.   
 

Margaret Wilkinson, our Membership Officer, with the assistance of Gail 
Ballantyne has given us a Facebook presence under the banner of “Save 
the Bay”. This is significantly widening our reach and public persona.  
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Alistair Waddell stepped up to the position of Webmaster and with his IT 
skills, ensures the speedy distribution of our Newsletter.  
 

Our Treasurer, Denis Pittorino and our Secretary, Cath Norman effectively 
take care of these vital administrative functions. 
 
Geoff Basser and Steve Latta contributed, drawing on their wide-ranging 
experience. 
  

Nigel Dique’s journalism skills help to polish up our Press Releases which 
are gaining acceptance in the local media.  
 
We now even enjoy the services of an honorary cartoonist, John 
Ballantyne, who adds some humour to our messages. 
 
TRRA continues to make submissions to the NSW Government and to 
Council. Letters are sent to all councillors and the General Manager 
commenting on agenda items of interest listed for most Council Meetings.  
 
While TRRA is careful to maintain its non-party political status, an 
acknowledgement of the support we have enjoyed from our State Member 
for Port Stephens, Kate Washington, is due. Kate has attended a number 
of our meetings and has supported our positions in writing on other 
occasions. We have also welcomed Councillor Jaimie Abbott’s votes in 
support of TRRA’s positions on several key issues, including Nelson Bay 
building heights. Councillor Nell has been a regular attendee at our 
meetings and is always willing to engage with us. West Ward Councillor, 
Giacomo Arnott, has also been very effective in supporting TRRA’s 
position in Council debates.  
 
The Nelson Bay Bowling Club has been most generous in their support of 
TRRA by providing rooms for our Committee and General meetings.  
Thank you to Nicole Blue, the Club’s Functions Manager, for her willing 
assistance. 
 
Finally, I wish to thank our membership for their ongoing support and 
practical assistance when called upon.  

 

Looking Forward. 

  

Looking ahead we need to encourage our friends and acquaintances to 
join TRRA and to become involved.  To maintain our effectiveness we 
need more helpers and a strong membership base to demonstrate that we 
are truly representative of the Tomaree community.  
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In the coming year we know that five critical issues will be on our agenda.   
These are: 

• The implementation of the revised Nelson Bay Town Centre and 
Foreshore Strategy Implementation and Delivery Program 

• Finalisation of the Special Rates Variation 

• A revision of the Community Strategic Plan and Long-Term Works 
Plan 

• Finalisation of a Traffic and Parking Strategy for Nelson Bay  

• Protection of natural habitat especially for our koala population 

• The future use of the Tomaree Lodge site  
 

TRRA will be keeping members and the wider community informed on 
these matters and we will welcome your opinions and ideas in developing 
submissions to relevant authorities.  
  
Thank you for your attendance and continuing interest.  
  

Geoffrey Washington, 
President 
TRRA Inc.        15 October 2018 
 

 
  


